Motivation for exploration

Given that everyone’s interest has been affected enough recently to be called Coronavirus, isn’t it all related to Corona, considering why environmental, biological and eco-friendly development might have been chosen as the topic? I happened to notice that I wondered what kind of thoughts and opinions teenagers have among various age groups. I wondered how much Corona prevention is being implemented in the absence of school and what environmental or emotional effects it has received. So, I wanted to get opinions from ordinary students in a middle school in Korea by returning the questionnaire.

Exploration Method

Target Country: South Korea
Age group: 14 to 15 years old
Number of people: 480
Survey Method: Online Survey, Articles, and Portal Search
Survey results: satisfaction with daily life changed due to Corona, interest in environmental problems caused by Corona, thoughts on prevention of Corona, etc.

School attendance method

According to a monthly survey of school methods based on a middle school in Korea, the school opening schedule for early March was postponed due to the increase in the number of confirmed students and online classes began around mid-March. Starting in April, she divided classes into classes and went to school every other day. As the amount of study decreased, the exam was canceled and the vacation was scheduled for two weeks in August, but as Corona spread further, school began in mid-September. As the second semester began, I went to school every other week by grade.

If you are satisfied, what is the reason?

21% of (191 votes) answered that they are satisfied with the daily life of Corona Robar. Those citizens are satisfied with life in the house, do not go to school, have disease rates such as colds, have time with family, and others. I could see that I was satisfied with the fact that the level of satisfaction with daily life had time to invest in myself (individual), like doing hobbies and studying.

Thoughts on Corona Prevention

Do you think the standards and measures for each Corona stage are appropriate, but special measures are needed when the number of confirmed South Korea cases increases?

According to the graph, it was chosen the most in order of inability to meet friends, wearing a mask, and irregular living patterns. For that reason, I could guess that it was because I felt frustrated that I couldn’t do what students took for granted and what they could do. Also, I could see that he is not free and feels uncomfortable living irregular lives. Other factors included lack of learning and increased usage time for electronic devices such as smartphones, computers.

What do you think the positive effects COVID-19 has on daily lives?

According to the graph, it was chosen the most in order of inability to meet friends, wearing a mask, and irregular living patterns. For that reason, I could guess that it was because I felt frustrated that I couldn’t do what students took for granted and what they could do. Also, I could see that he is not free and feels uncomfortable living irregular lives. Other factors included lack of learning and increased usage time for electronic devices such as smartphones, computers.

What is the reason you are not satisfied?

With 79% (379 votes), your response is dissatisfied with your current routine. Wearing masks, increasing indoor activities (= events, festivals, competitions, Corona boul occurrence (= feeling depressed and anxious), etc) are feeling stuffy when you meet most acuancies and its activities outside. In addition, there are some feeling of loneliness that as the community can be infected and the amount of time alone increases.

The effects of a COVID-19 on their daily lives.

According to the graph, it was chosen the most in order of inability to meet friends, wearing a mask, and irregular living patterns. For that reason, I could guess that it was because I felt frustrated that I couldn’t do what students took for granted and what they could do. Also, I could see that he is not free and feels uncomfortable living irregular lives. Other factors included lack of learning and increased usage time for electronic devices such as smartphones, computers.

What do you think the negative effects COVID-19 on their daily lives?

According to the graph, it was chosen the most in order of inability to meet friends, wearing a mask, and irregular living patterns. For that reason, I could guess that it was because I felt frustrated that I couldn’t do what students took for granted and what they could do. Also, I could see that he is not free and feels uncomfortable living irregular lives. Other factors included lack of learning and increased usage time for electronic devices such as smartphones, computers.

Looking at the graph of the positive impact, the most were selected in the order of thorough personal quarantine and reinforcement of civic safety awareness. For that reason, it was understood that they thought that the level of quarantine has increased as Corona prevention has been carried out on a regular basis. Others such as reducing individual break time and increased hobbies/leisure time.

Corona Step-by-Step Criteria and Actions

32% of the students said they were appropriate for this decision, and more than half of them chose the average as 52%, and 16% said that we need improvement. The fact that many are positive about the Corona-level standards and guidelines and believe that they have been determined to some extent. Others say: the criteria for the stage are appropriate, but special measures are needed when the number of confirmed people increases. The decimal point of the stage should be eliminated and the code is.

Daily life after Corona

After the Corona 19 epidemic, it was having an effect on students’ daily life, such as wearing masks, keeping social distancing, and thorough personal quarantine.

Due to the spread of Corona 19, life satisfaction was mostly lowered, due to reasons such as wearing a mask, inability to meet friends, and difficulty going out. However, a small number of students said they were satisfied with their life at home and with reasons such as stopping school.

AWARENESS OF COVID-19 GUIDELINES

Currently, most people are well aware of the Corona prevention code of conduct. They were also somewhat satisfied with the standards and measures for each stage. In addition, it was confirmed that all the rules were being carried out well.

Students can help prevent corona just by following the rules. I could see that I thought it would be very helpful.